User Guide

Main Screen

- Controlling
- Main Menu
- Function Panels
- Left Actions Panel
- Notification Center

Maps

- Map Manager
- Online Maps
- Online Maps Download
- Offline Maps
- LoMaps
- External Maps
- WMS Maps
- Map Tools
- Map Settings
Tracks & Routes

- About Tracks & Routes
- Tracks & Routes Management
- Tracks Recording
- Route Planning
- Track/Route Editing
- Tracks Import
- Tracks Export
- Guidance Along a Route
- Navigation Along a Route

Points

- About Points of Interest
- Points Management
- Adding New Points
- Quick New Point
- Points Import
- Points Export
- LoMaps POI
- POI alert
- Guidance To a Point
- Point-To-Point Navigation

Geocaching

- About Geocaching Generally
- Geocaching in Locus Map
- Import of Geocaches
- Geocaching Tools
- Other Geocaching Add-ons
- Cooperating Apps
- Geocaching Settings
Map Items

- About Map Items
- Map Items Management
- Map Items Activation

Locus Store

- About
- User Profile
- LoCoins - Our Virtual Currency

Functions

- Functions Panel Setting
- Search
- Share
- Navigation
- Guidance
- Live Tracking
- Measuring distance\&area
- Data Import
- Parking
- POI Alert
- Weather
- Quick WWW Bookmark

Tools

- Dashboards
- Location Selector
- Backup Manager
Altitude Manager
Bluetooth Manager
ANT+ Manager
NFC Manager
QR Code Generator
Map Tools

Add-Ons, Co-Apps and Web Services

- Add-ons
- Cooperating Apps
- Web Services

Settings

- Controlling
- Maps
- Points&Tracks
- Track recording
- Navigation
- Guidance
- Geocaching
- GPS & Sensors
- Language & Units
- Miscellaneous
- Presets
- Quick Settings
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